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Answer the Questions

I have never played MMOs before, so I'm excited to try something new, but quite hesitant to
play in an environment where other players are more skilled and experienced.  I don't want to
enter any battles at first and I hope that there will be space and time for me to learn how to
play.  I don't want to be killed off right away every time before I figure out what's going on.

The premise sounds interesting.  I'm a sucker for anything Sci-fi.  I like the idea of being a
protector or guardian, especially with the classic good vs evil story.

I think I'll be able to customize my avatar, which I am looking forward to.  I do hope there are
multiple options and it's not solely a freemium thing.  I read that I will need to pick which type of
character I am, but I don't quite know what's advantageous to being a Titan, Warlock or Hunter. 
I think I'll pick what best fits my personality and go from there.  I don't know if the storylines are
different for teach type of character or if this is more for the cooperative play element.

Honestly, the last first person shooter game I played was GoldenEye, and I wasn't very good at
it, so I'm not going in with much expectation. I like that you could play with or against others, so
if I'm not terrible at Destiny 2 too, then hopefully I'll get to enjoy that aspect again.  I'm sure my
learning curve will be steep since I have no clue how PC game interfaces work.  I hear that you
either use the arrow keys or "AWSD"?

Session Fieldnotes

I expect to be able to learn how to play and explore the Destiny world.  I expect that there will
be lots of shooting.
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